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Inquiry into the Increase in Victoria’s Road Toll
Dear Sir/Madam,
This submission wishes to draw your attention to three contributors to the road toll:
1) Lack of data “Absence of evidence is not evidence of absence.”
2) Appropriate presentation of existing data “Lies, damn lies and statistics.”
3) Avoiding risk is better than improving it “A stitch in time saves nine.”
Missing data
The Auditor general’s office has identified that 2/3 of motorcycle accident data is missing.
1/3 of that data relates to on-road riders and the other 1/3 to off-road riders. This off-road data
is highly relevant as most of these off-road riders will spend at least some time on the roads.
This missing data easily explains the considerable volatility in the motorcycle fatality rates
from year to year and has got a great deal of relevance to the accident rates.
Injuries drive fatalities
The 2011 audit of motorcycle safety in Victoria (attached) has highlighted a few enormous
holes in the motorcycle data which are relevant to the rest of Australia:
VicPol’s crash records for 2008 show that up to 2,790 injured motorcycle riders and
passengers attended a hospital.
In the same year, the TAC received 2,049 claims and paid compensation for 2,028 of these
cases.
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These records capture less than half of the 6,955 emergency presentations and admissions
recorded by hospitals in 2008.
This data shows that the Police did not recognise ~60% of hospital injury admissions.
The TAC data covered only ~30% of admissions.
The Audit has found that 50% of the admissions should be covered by the TAC (included as
on-road).
These figures support the contention that there are two or more off-road riders to every onroad rider and that off-road rider contribution to injuries/fatalities is significant. It urgently
needs to be addressed.
Off-road figures almost certainly drive the on-road data... especially for injuries although this
will also carry over into fatalities.
Unless we address these reporting deficiencies, any research is likely to be skewed. Current
research appears to exclude the areas where around 2/3 of the injuries are coming from by
putting a 150 km radius on the data collection. That will impact the outcomes as will the
inability to access all hospital data.
The best way to address this issue is to address the data access issue (timely hospital data is
not available). Once the data is freely available, the analysis of that data will tend to selfcorrect this problem.
Missing data is usually at the heart of road safety issues. Prioritising Safety Information by
including it explicitly as an aim (or as a theme) is required to ensure it gets the attention it
needs.

Figure 1 4S Safety Venn diagram showing the importance of Safety Information (refer
MRAA Road safety Strategy attached)
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Data presentation
The fatality rate is typically the only metric used when creating and measuring the
effectiveness of safety programs. Fatalities only make up a small percentage of injury
accidents. The number of injuries is ~100x higher and thus would be a better indicator of the
success or failure of a safety intervention. However, in rapidly increasing populations, a
worse problem exists. The fatality rate may stay the same while the population increases
(lower risk). This problem exists in motorcycling where the number of riders (or
motorcycles) has more than doubled while the fatality rate has decreased or stayed the same.
Reporting fatalities instead risk tends to mask any positive improvements.
If we were to combine both risk/rider (or motorcycle) to accident rates (rather than fatality
rates) we would have a much more sensitive instrument to determine what interventions work
and how well they work. Previous investigations into motorcycle safety missed significant
improvements because of poor data presentation, e.g. The contribution of Unriders
(unlicensed, unregistered or otherwise illegal riders) has been overlooked for years because
of a failure of the TAC, Police and Vic Roads to harmonise their databases. Before the
harmonisation of the databases, each authority believed that the unlicensed riders constituted
~10% of the road toll (roughly the same as car drivers). However, after combining data, the
correct figure turned out to be ~35% (Refer attached Unrider document from 2001). After
this discovery directly targeting this neglected group resulted in the Unrider contribution to
the fatality rate dropping to ~10%. Targeting Unriders was responsible for the most
substantial identifiable improvement to the motorcycle fatality rate since 2001 (~25%), yet
previous inquiries into motorcycle safety have failed to notice. The fact that crucial data is
not apparent signals the need to remedy a presentation problem.
Given that Unriders fatalities spiked ~2018 causing the motorcycle fatality rate to soar the
issue remains highly relevant:
The consequences of this poor data presentation are a misallocation of resources and effort to
ineffectual interventions while ignoring effective solutions.
Injury prevention
The failure to reduce risk until enough data is collected means that injuries and fatalities will
keep occurring until they can’t be ignored (the dead bodies start to pile up).
An excellent example of this problem is the issue of Wire Rope Barriers (WRB):
WRB creates a hazard to riders primarily via the posts which cause a rapid deceleration of the
rider… which can be deadly.
“It’s the sudden stop at the end that kills you.”
Instead of reducing the risk, road authorities (Federal, State & Local) have resorted to the
argument that fatalities attributable to WRB are negligible. The data relied on small amounts
of installed WRB. It ignores the increase in risk that occurs as the number of kilometres of
Insitu WRB increases (Refer attached WRB Report)
Yours sincerely
Michael Czajka PhD
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WRB Report
Wire Rope Barrier (WRB) illustrates much of what is wrong with our roadsides.
Roadside hazards are involved in ~40 % of all accidents (with all vehicles). Up to 30 %
of all motorcycle, fatalities involve a post, pole or tree. Around 2.4 - 2.6 % of Australian
motorcycle, deaths involve a barrier (up to 16 % overseas). This figure increases further
for casualties. In such accidents, the exposed posts constitute most of the hazard. Exposed
posts concentrate impact forces and lead to increased soft tissue injuries, fractures,
amputations and deaths. All barriers stop most cross-over accidents! However, WRB has
the highest number of exposed posts of any barrier. Ergo, WRB has the highest potential
to kill riders. This short report summarises the problems and suggests solutions.
Posts
There are many examples of the reduced surface area and sharp edges causing injuries
and fatalities. Telephone poles, signs and trees all figure prominently in injuries and
deaths. German research illustrated the consequences of impacts with posts using
cadavers. Amputations and fractures resulted. Researchers provided measurements of the
impact forces generated (making comparisons more straightforward). An impact with a
series of WRB posts would create similar forces and similar injuries. It would be more
than sufficient to kill. Even a slow collision with a post is enough to kill a rider!
The tops of posts (especially if uncapped) can also be a problem. A rider can be cut in
half tumbling along the top of the barrier.
Creating Hazards
Impacts with trees and other objects are common roadside accident scenarios.
Motorcyclists have been requesting the removal of trees and other objects from medians
for years (RIP Helen Hawthorn)! This simple and cheap intervention would save many
lives. Barriers with exposed posts contribute to the problem. By placing WRB so close to
roads, there is no safe run-off area creating a hazard where none previously existed.
Drivers need to be able to safely exit a car (or truck) without walking into traffic. A 4 m
offset to the road allows a driver enough room to pull over and exit.
Cross-overs
Cross-over accidents (into oncoming traffic) are of most significant concern. Almost any
barrier in the median would prevent most cross-over accidents. WRB claims to stop
100 % of cross-overs (obviously untrue). Hitting WRB posts often catapults a rider over
the barrier into oncoming traffic N.B. 37 % of riders go over the top of barriers! This
catapult action does not happen with a smooth-faced barrier. Riders can also slide
between the posts, and WRB does not stop larger vehicles. By comparison, the simple
concrete barrier stops even large trucks, e.g. In 2006 24th July in Yatala Queensland, a
truck went through WRB on a freeway killing one and injuring 8.
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Rollovers
Rollovers are common in roadside accidents. Rollovers significantly increase the risk of
injury or death. Taller vehicles like 4WD’s and vans are at risk of rolling when hitting
WRB. The end treatments (where they are attached to the ground) of many WRB
installations cause flipping of the vehicle. Installing WRB also requires levelling of the
roadside so that cars do not roll before they hit the barrier N.B. Roadside clear zones
alone may be sufficient to prevent accidents in many cases, e.g. 85 % of all vehicles
travelling at 100 Km/hr recover in a 9 m clear zone.

Figure 1 WRB Ballarat Road Sunshine: WRB too close to the road and end treatments which will
flip a car/rider or launch them into the air.

MUARC (Monash University Accident Research Centre) testing compared WRB to
obsolete Jersey concrete barrier. Vic Roads says it has not used Jersey for over 20 years
because it rolls cars. WRB rolled cars during testing too! The public has never seen this
original report: Only MUARC researchers have access to it. An F-profile concrete barrier
is currently in use and has about half the rollover rate of the Jersey profile. Presumably,
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F-profile has fewer rollovers than WRB? Newer concrete barrier types (Texas profile)
have an even lower rollover rate than F-profile. Why weren’t they tested?
These same reports failed to identify that outside of Australia, the rate of barrier fatalities
for motorcyclists is much higher (up to 16 %) demonstrating that as exposure increases
fatality rates will too, i.e. More unsafe barriers mean more deaths!
Costs
Typical installation and repair costs for simple installations:
Installation Cost/metre

Typical Repair Costs/metre

Concrete
$150+
Steel W-beam $120+
Wire ropes
$130+

Negligible (>80-year lifespan)
$80 to $150
$25

These are Vic Roads figures N.B. Independent contractors quoted complex concrete
barrier installations with footings and drainage at $150/m and less if you wanted lots of it.
Thus, installation costs for all barrier types are similar. However, after only one impact,
maintenance costs make WRB more expensive than concrete. Over the years, WRB will
be many times more costly than alternatives because it requires more maintenance:
Placing WRB closer to the road (a common practice) results in more frequent damage
and larger damaged sections when hit. These costs are at odds with claims that WRB is
cheap.
Accident facts
1) Motorcyclists tend to hit barriers like concrete at shallow angles (<15º) because they
leave the road at shallow angles.
2) Concrete has no projections, so motorcyclists slide along the barrier.
3) 85 % of vehicles recover within 9 m of a 100 km zone (no barriers required).
4) 37 % of riders go over the top of barriers: Items behind barriers kill riders!
5) Exposed posts kill riders!
WRB:

Is easily damaged

Is less effective or ineffective until repaired

Is often extensively damaged (large sections unserviceable)

Can create a hazard until repaired

Can spend long periods between repairs (7 – 30+ days)

Has high maintenance costs (poor whole of life cost-effectiveness)

Can fling a rider over the barrier and into oncoming traffic or some other hazard

The further it is placed from the road the safer it is for motorcyclists

Becomes more expensive to maintain the closer you place it to the road

Often needs to be duplicated on both sides of a median (doubling the cost)

Acts like a substantial barrier to riders (because riders are much lighter than cars)

Stops riders suddenly when they hit the posts (rapid deceleration)
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The exposed posts are a significant hazard to riders
Testing the cabling with riders has not been done
Is not designed to stop trucks or tall vehicles
Does not allow vehicles to pull off the road safely
Restricts access by emergency vehicles

Concrete barriers:

Have little or no maintenance costs

Are functional effectively 100 % of the time

Have similar installation costs to WRB

Are the most forgiving barrier for motorcyclists (of the three listed)

Reduce light glare at night

Prevent more cross-over accidents than WRB

Are safer at shallow impact angles (<30 degrees)

Stop trucks
Alternative Solutions
Cover the posts and barriers become much safer
1) Expanded foam impact attenuators placed around posts reduce impact forces by 50 %
2) Mototub is a compressible rubber tube positioned along the bottom of WRB, Armco
and other barriers to prevent riders from sliding into posts.
3) Armco is a safe alternative if the posts are covered (top & bottom), e.g. In countries
like Portugal they use tyres to protect the posts.
Use barriers without exposed posts or other projections:
1) Concrete has a smooth snag-free surface
2) Tire barriers on racetracks are very successful at preventing injury.
Decelerate vehicles gradually:
1) Gravel, sand and other materials (such as shredded rubber) on racetracks/roads stop
motorcycles, cars and trucks safely at very high speeds.
2) Water filled collapsible barriers are incredibly effective at dissipating extreme impact
forces with minimal injuries even for large vehicles.
Remove hazards
This alternative needs to be applied more frequently. Usually, it is the cheapest of all the
options. Once implemented, it fixes the problem for good, often makes barriers
unnecessary and requires little or no ongoing expenditure.
Why is safe design a smart move?
1) Better designs can avoid at least 30% of all road fatalities
2) Motorcyclists are amongst those most prone to injury and death due to bad design
3) Good design is much cheaper than lousy design
4) Excellent design for motorcyclists is generally good for other road users
5) Vic Roads is underfunded by around $1Billion/yr. It can not afford expensive
solutions if cheap ones exist.
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Figure 2 Princess Freeway Laverton A double row of WRB… which doubles the cost of WRB

For more information on this or other road safety issues go to the Motorcycle Riders
Association (MRA) page: www.mraa.net.au
Michael Czajka PhD
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